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 TOWN OFFICERS 
 
Moderator 
Gary Rainford 
 
Town Clerk 
Gwen J. May                                             Term Expires 2015 
Jill Philbrook - Deputy 
 
Registrar of Voters 
Gwen J. May 
 
Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers of the Poor 
Myron A. Sprague, Jr.- Chairman     Term Expires 2015 
Jeffrey L. Ellison        Term Expires 2016 
Dexter Lee        Term Expires 2014 
   
 
Treasurer 
Monica L. Cease       Term expires 2015 
 
Tax Collector 
Gwen J. May        Term Expires 2016 
Jill Philbrook - Deputy 
 
Road Commissioner 
Lawrence Stanley       Term Expires 2014 
 
Directors of  
Maine School Administrative District No. 76 
Tammy Tripler - Chairperson      Term Expires 2015 
Richard E. Davis, Jr.       Term Expires 2014 
Amy Trafton        Term Expires 2014 
Beverly McAloon       Term Expires 2016 
Sheena M. Greenlaw       Term Expires 2016  
 
 
Department of Public Safety 
Fire Chief – Robert K. Gardner 
Deputy Chief – Kenneth E. LeMoine, III 
 
Director, Ambulance Service 
Deborah D. Staples 
 
Emergency Management Director 
Charles R. Wiegle 
 
Fire Wardens 
Robert K. Gardner, Joshua V. Joyce, Kenneth E. LeMoine, Jr. 
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Harbormaster 
Joshua Joyce 
 William McMullin - Assistant 
 
Police Officers 
Shellfish Wardens 
Animal Control Officers 
Paul Gamble - Chief 
Kenneth E. LeMoine, III 
 
Code Enforcement Officer 
Local Plumbing Inspector 
Gary Rainford 
 
Electrical Inspector 
David Niquette 
 
Municipal Planning Board 
Terry A. Staples - Chairman      Term Expires 2016 
Seth G. Joy        Term Expires 2014 
Carlton E. Joyce       Term Expires 2015 
Carol B. Loehr        Term Expires 2015 
Joseph W. Staples       Term Expires 2016 
 
Board of Appeals 
Donald D. Carlson - Chairman 
Kathleen Clark, Leonard M. May, AnnMarie Maguire 
 
Lighthouse Committee 
Friends of the Swan’s Island Lighthouse [FOSIL] 
John Bryan, Joseph Boisvert, Fern Burns, Eric Chetwynd, 
Fran Chetwynd, Sterling Hitchcock, George Kuck,  
Annette Joyce, Isolina Meeks, Libby Mills,   
Elizabeth Natsios, Robert Pickup, Ed Schwabe 
 
Maine State Ferry Service Advisory Board 
Kathleen Clark 
Myron A. Sprague, Jr. – Alternate 
 
Maine Islands Coalition 
Donna Wiegle 
  
Mill Pond Health Center 
Donna Wiegle – Public Health Officer  
Joan Harding 
  
Mill Pond Park Committee 
Christal Applin, Christine Dentremont, 
John Follis, Terry Staples 
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Nursery School Committee 
Christine Dentremont, Colleen Hyland 
Kathleen LeMoine, Sarah L. Joyce, Emmie M. Sawyer 
 
Recreation Committee 
Christal Applin, Donald Carlson,  
Deborah Staples, Lacey Freelove, Leah Staples, Gary Turner 
 
Recycling Committee 
Christal Applin, Nancy Carter, Tom Duchesneau, Jeanne Hoyle, 
Cindy Kaplan, Carolyn McMullin, Gary Rainford 
 
Shellfish Conservation Committee 
Todd Smith, Kevin Staples, Thomas McAloon 
 
Island Fellow 
Kaitlyn Webber 
Anna Smith 
 
Ballot Clerks 
Christal Applin –Warden 
Donald Carlson, Keyona Colbeth, Terie Laws, 
Beverly McAloon, Jill Philbrook, Rhonda Ranquist, Jane Savage 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TOWN OF SWAN’S ISLAND 
P. O. Box 11 
125 Harbor Road 
Swan’s Island, ME  04685-0011 
e-mail: swanisle@tdstelme.net 
Tel:  (207)   526-4279  Fax:  (207)  526-4172 
 
Visit us at www.swansisland.org 
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SELECTMEN’S REPORT 
 The Board of Selectmen meets weekly, times are posted on the office door.  We 
encourage you to attend.  We value your input and participation.  We want to thank all town 
employees.  A special thank you to the many volunteers who serve on emergency services, 
town boards and committees.  Without these volunteers, life in this small community of Swan’s 
Island would be much different. 
 We are grateful to our new Police Chief, Paul Gamble, who has been instrumental in 
investigating and successfully prosecuting cases on the island.  He is doing a job that has been 
long needed and he is blending into the community as a welcome resident. 
 Our emergency services (Fire and EMT) continue to improve.  Charlie Wiegle has taken 
the EMT training, bringing depth to volunteer staff of EMT’s.  Josh Applin and Zeke Freelove are 
attending the Firefighter Academy, a training facility that is recognized throughout the state for 
its tough and excellent program. 
 Gary Rainford has taken the reins as the Chief Enforcement Officer and Local Plumbing 
Inspector.  He and Dave Niquette, Electrical Inspector, are keeping our island up to code. 
 The island’s rich clam resource is being protected by George Anderson.  We now have 
few cases of poachers in our clam beds. 
 We are grateful to the Recreation Program staff (Chelsea Tripler (day), Bernita Joyce 
(night) and Lila Kubler-Dudgeon (lifeguard)) for providing programs of interest for our children 
during the summer. 
 The long discussed Recycling Program is now operational at the Transfer Station.  This 
is all thanks to a well-studied and convincingly presented proposal from the Recycling 
Committee headed by Tom Duchesneau The town now handles trash, recyclables, metal, used 
oil, and hazardous items like TV’s, paint, and batteries.  Megan Tripler was hired as the 
attendant to maintain a clean Transfer Station site. 
 This year, the Lighthouse Committee completed engineering on the restoration of the 
lighthouse tower.  Funds are not yet available but the work can begin when they are.  More trail 
improvements were made by the Maine Conservation Corps, aided by many volunteers. 
 In 2013, we said goodbye to Kate Weber, our Island Fellow and welcomed Anna Smith 
who will be working on health programs for the island.  We will miss Kate, not only for her work 
as an Island Fellow, but for her great contribution to the many island music performances. 
 A committee has been formed, as the result of a vote at town meeting to study the 
governance of Swan’s Island.  The committee will study what other towns do and report on their 
findings and recommendations at the March 2014 Town Meeting. 
 In 2013 the town installed an Ultra Violet disinfection system on the water supply to the 
building and the outside faucet that people draw from for potable water. 
 U.S. Fish & Wildlife and Maine Coast Heritage Trust purchased or received donations of 
land on Swan’s Island in 2013, thus decreasing the town’s taxable property. 
Sonny Sprague   Jeffrey Ellison    Dexter Lee 
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POLICE CHIEF’S REPORT 
 
Ken LeMoine & Paul Gamble 
 
I would like to start by saying thank you to all the families and friends that have 
welcomed me to the island in 2013.  It was a slow start but after meeting the 
community and trying to understand island life, I really started to appreciate what 
Swan’s Island truly has to offer.  I take great pride in being your Chief of Police of 
Swan’s Island.   
 
Phil Robertson once said; “You have to discipline your children, or they won’t 
respect you, law enforcement, God or anyone else.”  
 
During 2013 the Swan’s Island Police Department responded to and wrote 103 
complaints.  This does not include numerous calls and complaints that I looked 
into that did not require a report.   
 
ACCIDENTS …………………….….  10 
ANIMINAL CONTROL ………….…  15 
911 MISDIAL/OPEN LINES …….….15 
DOMESTICS …………………….…..   1 
THEFTS ……………………….…….. 10 
TRESPASSING ……………….……... 3 
AGENCY ASSIST …………….……... 3 
BURGLARY ………………………..… 3 
ALARMS ……………………………… 1 
MISSING PERSONS ………………... 1 
WARRANTS ………………………….. 1 
MISCELLANOUS ……………………40 
TOTAL………………. 103 
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I wrote 18 criminal summonses, 5 civil summonses and 5 Traffic 
infractions.   
 
During the 2013 year I also incorporated an Anonymous Tip phone line.   
(207)526-4411 
 
Please feel free and confident to call the number to report anything suspicious or 
something you have witnessed. 
 
My office is located in the Town Hall.  I am available anytime to assist you with 
any matters you might have or if you just want to visit, swing on by.  You can 
reach me at (207) 266-4280, or you can come in to the Police Station, meet me 
at a place of your choosing, or send me an email at swansislandpd@gmail.com.   
 
J. Edgar Hoover once said: ‘No amount of Law Enforcement can solve a problem 
that goes back to the family.” 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Paul D. Gamble, II 
Chief of Police    
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CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER / PLUMBING INSPECTOR 
The Office of Code Enforcement and Plumbing Inspections has been busy. I dove into 
this job head first knowing very little about procedure, protocol, and duties, but with the 
support and patience of local contractors, state resources, our selectmen, and feeling 
my way around in the dark, I can honestly say I gain confidence and skills every day I'm 
presented with a new question or application.  
I've attended numerous State of Maine trainings, workshops, and seminars, I continue 
to study ordinances, plumbing and code manuals, and I'm one more test away from my 
Local Plumbing Inspector Certification. Currently, I've passed these exams: Legal 
Issues & Subsurface Wastewater Disposal / External Plumbing.  
Thank you Swan's Island for this opportunity. 
Permits Issued: 
• 16 Shoreland Zoning 
•   8  Subsurface  
• 12  Internal Plumbing 
Total fees collected: $4,470.52 
 
Gary Rainford  
CEO/LPI 
 
 
ELECTRICAL INSPECTOR 
I would like to remind everybody that installing a home generator requires a permit.  
This is a very important safety issue for the Island  Electric Co-op employees. 
Permits issued: 28 
Fees collected: $715.00 
 
David Niquette 
Electrical Inspector 
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LIGHTHOUSE COMMITTEE REPORT 
 
Keeper’s House Summer Hours.  In 2013 the keeper’s house had open hours five days 
a week from late June to mid-September.  Two islanders were employed part time and 
did a great job greeting visitors, explaining exhibits, and answering endless questions 
about the exhibits, the lighthouse and the island.  Many people commented favorably on 
the Swan’s Island Historical Society’s exhibit and other displays. The keeper’s house 
and tower will be open again in summer 2014, with new historical exhibits.  During open 
hours over the 10 week period, we counted almost 2,300 visitors, many of whom 
climbed the tower.  We estimate that at least twice that number visited the site and 
walked the trails. “Virtual visits” also increased, as the website, 
www.burntcoatharborlight.com, saw steady traffic over the summer.  
 
Trails.  Thanks to help from the Maine Recreational Trails Program and the Maine 
Conservation Corps, the trail system around Hockamock Head was completed in 2013 
with the construction of 42 steps to complete a loop from the Burying Point back to the 
road.  The Lighthouse Committee also installed an information kiosk and a bike rack.  
Signage will be installed on the trails in 2014. 
 
Hazmat Remediation.  The Committee has obtained a comprehensive report on 
hazardous materials (hazmats) in all four light station buildings, along with 
recommendations for remediation.  Remediation will be the first step in the next stage of 
restoration, and should be completed in spring 2014.  
   
Keeper’s House Restoration.  We are poised to make significant progress in 2014.  We 
have detailed estimates for completing all remaining restoration work, including kitchen 
and toilet facilities downstairs and kitchen and bathroom upstairs.  This work can begin 
as soon as hazmat remediation is completed.   
 
Tower.  With help from Maine’s Small Harbor Improvement Program and the Davis 
Family Foundation, the Lighthouse Committee commissioned a comprehensive work 
plan for restoration of the tower.  The work plan was completed in 2013, and we hope to 
move forward with the first phase of the restoration (hazmat removal and restoration of 
interior surfaces) in spring 2014. 
 
Many people helped make this progress possible.  Besides the grants mentioned 
above, the Town received a grant from the Virginia Wellington Cabot Foundation to 
support summer operations, and assistance from the Friends of the Swan’s Island 
Lighthouse (FOSIL), which supports the Lighthouse Committee financially through 
fundraising and grant writing.   Thanks also to Island residents for their financial support 
at Town Meeting, and to everyone who has assisted the lighthouse project through gifts, 
fundraisers, and volunteer work.  We are always looking for volunteers!   
 
John Bryan, Chair      Eric Chetwynd, Secretary. 
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MILL POND HEALTH CENTER 
2013 REPORT 
 
The Mill Pond Health Center continues to be an important part of life on Swan’s Island for many residents.  In 2013, 
more than 50% of the year-round residents received healthcare services or participated in one of the many programs 
offered throughout the year.  Many seasonal residents also made use of the health center’s services during their time 
on the island.  The continuation of established services and the addition of new services while staying within a limited 
budget present a challenge, but through creative thinking and commitment it can be accomplished.   
Healthcare education, with an emphasis on disease prevention, was a focus of 2013.  With support from Mount Desert 
Island Hospital through grant funding from Health Resources and Service Administration, a diabetes prevention 
program began in January of 2013.  Participants in the class, part of the National Diabetes Prevention Program, met 
for 16 weekly sessions, followed by 6 monthly sessions. Losing weight through healthy eating and adding 150 minutes 
of physical activity were the two goals of the program.  The diverse group of participants in the class included 
members of the fishing community, retirees, and young adults.  Collectively, they lost more than 200 pounds during the 
program.  Participants reduced their risk of developing diabetes and other chronic diseases and are now serving as 
role models for healthy lifestyle changes for other residents in the community.  In 2014, the program will be repeated 
with a new group of participants.  
Over the years, the relationship established with Mount Desert Island Hospital and its staff has resulted in consistent 
access to on-island healthcare.  The support received from the hospital is pivotal to the services we are able to provide 
at the health center.  Along with physician visits throughout the year, Mount Desert Island Hospital’s new Coastal Care 
Team, consisting of a nurse, a social worker, and a health coach, provided visits both in-person and via telemed for 
residents of Swan’s Island who are living with one or more chronic diseases.  This team approach helps patients take 
an active role in improving all aspects of their lives.  
Dr. Timothy Oh and the staff of Caring Hands of Maine Dental Center in Ellsworth have worked to provide increased 
access to affordable dental care on the island.  The dental group visited the health center four times in 2013, bringing a 
wide array of dental equipment including compressors and a mobile x-ray unit.  Children and adults are now receiving 
quality dental care on a regular basis.  Dr. Oh’s practice accepts MaineCare for children and works on a sliding fee 
scale for others struggling to afford dental care.  He also accepts private dental insurance and self-pay patients, so all 
are welcome to utilize the dental services offered at the health center. 
In September, the Mill Pond Health Center welcomed Anna Smith who began her Island Institute Fellowship focusing 
on healthcare access, healthy lifestyle choices, and eldercare programming.  Anna’s energy, work ethic, and positive 
personality have been a wonderful addition to the health center and the island community.  Anna coordinated the 
award of a Community Transformation Grant for the school to work on increasing physical activity and healthy nutrition 
choices for students and staff.  She also worked on a grant application for a new program called GET FIT 
Scholarships, which was awarded to the Mill Pond Health Center at the end of 2013 and will be implemented in the 
spring of 2014.  Anna has proven to be a great asset at the health center. 
In October, a certified Navigator visited the Mill Pond Health Center to provide an informational meeting on the 
Affordable Care Act (ACA).  As a result, several Swan’s Island residents now have affordable insurance coverage 
under the ACA and many more are aware of the new insurance options available to them. 
A senior health fair, in collaboration with Eastern Area Agency on Aging in Bangor, was held at the health center in late 
October.  More than a dozen seniors participated.  Risk fall assessments, nutrition, and a Medicare benefits check up 
were part of the event.  Lee White, a State Health Insurance Assistance Program coordinator, with expertise in 
Medicare Part D, met privately with seniors to evaluate their current coverage and assisted them with changes better 
suited to their needs.  Many seniors were able to save some money and receive coverage that was more appropriate 
for their situation. 
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In December, a discounted health-screening clinic was offered through Mount Desert Island Hospital.  Deeply 
discounted prices on the more common blood screening tests and free blood pressure checks were offered to 
residents.  There was an emphasis made to get residents who are uninsured or underinsured to participate in the 
screening clinic which is held each year at the health center. 
Additional preventive healthcare services offered throughout the year included WIC – Women, Infant and Children 
nutrition program for young families that qualify and are in need.  Flu shots were made available on a walk-in basis 
whenever medical providers from Mount Desert Island Hospital were on the island beginning in early fall.  Instructor 
Sonja Philbrook offered CPR/First Aid/AED training at the health center for any interested community members, 
including law enforcement personnel, firefighters and EMTs.  Senior exercise class was offered twice a week in the 
winter, spring and fall. 
For the fifth year, a winter coffee hour provided residents with a chance for a social gathering once a week.  The event 
was held every Saturday morning from January through March. 
In 2013, the Maine Sea Coast Mission worked to improve the connection capabilities of the telemedicine equipment at 
the health center.  The Mill Pond Health Center is one of over 500 sites throughout New England that received new 
equipment for connectivity improvements through the 24.6 million dollar funding received by the New England 
Telehealth Consortium for the Rural Health Care Pilot Program.  The program was designed to create a nationwide 
broadband network of healthcare sites and is funded through the Federal Communications Commission. 
A troubling health issue on the island over the past few years is Lyme disease.  Collection of ticks and blood samples 
from harvested deer has continued in a collaborative effort with Maine Medical Center’s Vector-borne Disease Lab.  A 
number of new cases of Lyme disease were documented in 2013.  A diligent check for ticks after spending time 
outside and knowledge of the flu-like symptoms associated with Lyme disease are important for everyone spending 
time on the island.  Not everyone develops the telltale bull’s-eye rash and knowledge of other symptoms and 
appropriate medical intervention is important.  Detailed information about Lyme disease can be found on the Maine 
Center for Disease Control and Prevention website. 
We are grateful for the continued support received through the Town budget and private donations.  It would be 
impossible to maintain the level of services available at the Mill Pond Health Center without this funding.  As always, 
we are committed to making the health center an important part of the community and are open to new ideas for 
services and programming.  We look forward to serving you in 2014.  
Respectfully submitted, 
Donna Wiegle – Director of Services 
Joan Harding – Health Center Volunteer 
 
SUMMARY OF SERVICES: 
Phlebotomy (blood draws):   320 patient encounters 
Primary Care Physicians: 16 on-island visits resulting in 190 patient encounters 
Podiatry (foot care):  5 visits resulting in 39 patient encounters 
Dental Clinics:   4 clinics held resulting in 67 patient encounters 
Telemedicine:   32 patient encounters 
Annual Health Screening: 11 participants 
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ELDERCARE OUTREACH OF SWAN’S ISLAND 
 
PURPOSE 
To assist elderly residents who wish to be able to continue living year-round, or seasonally, 
 in their Swan’s Island homes. 
 
MISSION 
To provide services, programs, and resources for elderly residents so they can continue to be in their island 
homes. 
VISION 
Through advocacy, programs and partnerships, eldercare services will be available 
 to Swan’s Island’s year-round residents, seasonal residents, and summer visitors. 
 
 
 
 
Swan’s Island is a place that people have come to love over the years and want to continue living, either year-
round or visiting in the summer months.  In order to remain living independently, and with dignity, most elderly 
residents will require assistance at some point.  This assistance may be temporary such as recovering from a 
hospitalization, or it may be long-term when someone is no longer able to handle the basic needs of daily living. 
 
The goal of Eldercare Outreach of Swan’s Island is to assist elderly residents who wish to remain living in, or 
visiting, their island homes when the need for some help arises.  The program will identify the ongoing and 
changing needs of elderly residents and strive to meet those needs by providing necessary services. 
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PROGRAM’S BEGINNINGS 
ELDERCARE OUTREACH OF SWAN’S ISLAND was started by Donna Wiegle after attending Island Institute’s 
Island Sustainability through Leadership and Entrepreneurship (ISLE) program.  A comprehensive 15-page 
business plan that includes 3 years worth of projected financials was written prior to the launch of the program. 
 
UPDATED STATUS (December 31, 2013) 
The Eldercare Outreach program is actively serving residents with a variety of eldercare needs.  Most requests 
start with a phone call to Donna Wiegle who works with the elderly resident and their family to come up with a 
plan to deliver the services needed.  The following is a summary of services: 
 
• 41 requests for services from Spring 2013 to December 2013 
• 21 different residents have received services –14 were year-round residents and 7 were seasonal 
residents 
• Donna Wiegle and Karen Martin provided the services.  Karen is certified as a Personal Support 
Specialist. 
• Services provided include: 
 Home Healthcare | Help scheduling medical appointments 
 Loan of durable medical equipment; walkers, canes, shower seats, etc., 
 Personal bathing assistance | Lifeline installations | Volunteer Hospice Care 
 
By the end of 2013, the following components of the program were underway: 
Home Health Visits | Hospice | Eldercare Education | Mental Health Services | Medical Appointments  
Medical Equipment | Socialization | Transportation | Eldercare Advocacy | Exercise 
 
ORGANIZATION’S STATUS 
Articles of Incorporation have been approved by the State of Maine, an employee identification number has 
been granted by the federal government, by-laws for the organization have been written and are awaiting 
approval, a 501c3 (non-profit) application is underway, and a checking account has been opened at Bar Harbor 
Bank and Trust.  An active board of directors is in place – members listed below: 
 
 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
Dr. Michael Heniser, MDI Hospital  President 
Thomas Duchesneau    Treasurer 
Carolyn McMullin    Secretary 
Alice Hitchcock    Director 
Sonja Philbrook    Director 
Donna Wiegle     Director 
 
 
 
FINANCIAL ACTIVITY 
Eldercare Outreach of Swan’s Island has entered into an agreement with Island Institute to accept tax-
deductible contributions on behalf of the program until non-profit status is granted.  All donations received by 
Island Institute will be transferred to the Eldercare Outreach of Swan’s Island program.  In addition to fee for 
services, Eldercare Outreach of Swan’s Island depends upon contributions and donations to support its 
activities.   
 
 
If you have any questions or are interested in learning more about the  
Eldercare Outreach of Swan’s Island program, please don’t hesitate to contact Donna Wiegle.   
 
DONNA WIEGLE – PROGRAM DIRECTOR 
ELDERCARE OUTREACH OF SWAN’S ISLAND 
 PO Box 92 ~ Swan’s Island, ME  04685 
Email: donna@swansisland.org   ~  Phone:  207-526-4101 
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2013 TOWN CLERK’S REPORT 
 
Hunting & Fishing Licenses Issued:      
 Archery License     3 
 Archery - Antlerless                 9 
 Combination Hunting & Fishing         5 
 Duck Stamps               16 
 Hunting                29 
 Junior Hunting     9 
 Pheasant Stamps     3 
 Muzzleloading     3 
 Saltwater Registry     3 
 Bear       2 
 
Dog Licenses Issued:      121 
 Male/Female            29 
 Neuter/Spayed      92 
 Unlicensed      10 
 
Shellfish Licenses Issued:       52 
 Resident Commercial     7 
 Resident Recreational    32 
 Non-Resident Commercial           1  
 Non-Resident Recreational           1 
 Complimentary     11 
 
Births          
  Isabella Carrismae Joyce     April 9 
  Noah Leroy Cook      July 5 
  Liam David Lane      July 30 
  Naveena Marie Dy      December 18 
   
Marriages   
  Leona May Buswell & Betsy Jean Matheson  February 13 
  Joseph Michael Ward & Emma Ten Broeck Trask August 4 
  Nikolas Robert Stuart & Janelle Lynn Keicher        August 24 
  Gary Lee Nelson & Nancy Jean Cade   September 21 
 
Deaths       
  Joseph James Young, 62     January 17 
  Robert Eastman Harris, 60           March 2 
  Mark Durell Stanley, 50     April 4 
  Eva Mae Wheaton, 85     July 15 
  Dorothy Catherine Stockbridge, 79   November 6 
  Ruth Elizabeth Ames, 89     November 24 
  Richard Kidder, 51      December 29  
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Burials    
  Joseph James Young     
  Russell Eugene Burns Sr 
  Mark Durell Stanley 
  George T. Cooper 
  Eva Mae Wheaton 
  Nancy Chandler Shattuck 
  Elsie Gillespie 
  Ruth Elizabeth Ames 
  Dorothy Catherine Stockbridge 
  Kathleen Weber 
  Alan Howe 
  Ellen Howe 
  Denis McCarthy 
 
Oaths of Office Issued:        42 
         
Registered Voters:              321   
 Democrats       60   
 Green Independent     2013  18   
 Republicans            120           
 Unenrolled            123 
          
Annual Town Meeting      March 4 
Special Town Meeting      October 3     
Referendum Elections      November 5 
Special Town Meeting      November 21 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Gwen J. May 
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APPROPRIATIONS
Raise Transfer Borrow
Administration 92,000.00$        
Law Enforcement 72,000.00$        
Law Enforcement (Transfer from Vehicle Excise) 15,000.00$   
Law Enforcement (Transfer from Watercraft Excise) 3,000.00$     
FICA 14,000.00$        
Nursery School 19,500.00$        
Insurance 35,000.00$        
Town Roads (Transfer from Vehicle Excise) 36,000.00$        35,000.00$   
Snow 50,000.00$        
Municipal Buildings 60,000.00$        
Lighthouse (Transfer from Surplus) 5,000.00$     
Health Services 23,500.00$        
Public Safety 76,000.00$        25,680.00$   
Solid Waste 60,000.00$        50000
General Assistance 25,000.00$        
Senior Luncheons 750.00$             
Shellfish 100.00$             
Cemeteries 6,000.00$          
Library/Museum 12,000.00$        
Recreation 5,000.00$          
Floats (Transfer from Watercraft Registration) 2,051.90$     
Floats (Transfer from Surplus) 5,000.00$     
IOOF Hall  (Transfer from Surplus) 7,000.00$     
Muill Pond Park 1,500.00$          
Island Fellow 8,000.00$          
Total Raised at Town Meeting 596,350.00$      
SAD # 76 Assessment 984,693.00$      
County Tax 66,718.00$        
Overlay 71,531.62$        
Total Assessments 1,122,942.62$   
Less -Anticipated Homestead Reimbursement 6,385.50$          
Less: Anticipated State Revenue Sharing 12,000.00$        
Total Deductions 18,385.50$        
Charged to Collector (Raised + Assessments - Deductions) 1,700,907.12$   
Total Valuation $171,808,800 x mil rate .0099 = $1,700,907.12
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2013 TAX COLLECTOR’S REPORT 
 
Total value of land:          $ 121,478,000 
Total value of buildings, wharves, floats, etc:         $  51,783,100 
Exemptions:                                $   1,450,000 
Total assessed                      $ 171,811,100 
 
Boats, ATVs, Snowmobiles: 
 
 Documented Boats:                        43 paid 
 Maine Registered Boats and Dinghies:                  114 paid 
 ATVs:               19 paid 
 Snowmobiles:                         1 paid 
 
Liens: 
 
 44 - 30 day notices sent 
 36 - liens placed 
  
Workshops attended: 
  
 Motor Vehicle Webinar ~ Swan’s Island ~ October 30 
 Secretary of State Elections Workshops ~ Bangor ~ September 18 & 19 
  
Reminders: 
 
Boat excise is due January 1st whether it is a registered boat or documented 
Dog licenses are due January 1st with a late fee of $25 if not paid by February 1st 
ATVs and Snowmobiles are due June 30th 
Shellfish licenses expire March 31st 
Motorcycle registrations all have an expiration of March 31st  
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Gwen J. May 
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2013 DELINQUENT TAX PAYERS 
 
Dingybell, Inc.     $  1,683.00 
Robert & Margaret Dunford   $  1,150.93 partially paid 
Andrew J. Barth     $  4,829.22 
Andrew J. Barth     $    693.99 
Allison P. Bell     $    640.53 paid in full 
Robert W. Bracy     $    221.02 
Russell E. Burns Jr.     $    609.84 
Linda F. Camber     $    524.70 
Christopher A. Carlson    $    703.89 
Eugene Carter     $    175.23 
Eugene Carter     $    278.19 
William S. Chewning    $  2,310.66 
Cingular Wireless/AT&T    $    514.80 
Mellard H. Cook     $  1,523.61 
Shelly Cook/John A. Harvey   $     38.61 
Barry B. Ekdom/Rebecca A. Arbogast  $  2,933.37 
Barry B. Ekdom/Rebecca A. Arbogast  $  2,264.13 
Ezekiel F. & Lacey K. Freelove   $    894.34 
Laura C. Haney     $  1,000.00 paid in full 
Lesley Shaw Harris     $  2,048.31 
Neil Harvey et al     $    850.08 partially paid 
Kenneth Holbert     $  2,130.03 paid in full 
David S. Hostetler     $  1,689.93 
Liela Banks Johnson    $    455.40 
Liela Banks Johnson    $    257.40 
Sandra K. & Richard A. Carter   $    237.60 
Candis L. Joyce     $  2,864.07 
Candis L. Joyce     $  2,011.68 
Darrell E. Kent     $    395.01 
Darrell E. Kent     $      3.96 
Dwayne L. Kent     $    395.01 
Dwayne L. Kent     $      3.96 
Gilbert & Patricia LeMoine    $  2,390.85 
Lori LeMoine      $    874.17 
Patricia L. Burns LeMoine    $    662.31 
Shaun G. LeMoine     $    904.86 
Wayne E. & Laurel LeMoine   $  1,735.47 
Malcolm E. Jr. & Heidi S. Martin   $  1,543.41 
Leonard May      $    210.37 partially paid 
Leonard M. & Jackie L. May   $    662.85 partially paid 
Leonard M. May II     $  1,842.39 
Travis A. May     $  1,153.35 
McNichol Children Swan’s Island Trust  $  9,580.23 
Richard & Denise Morrison   $  3,163.99 
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Brian D. Orcutt     $  3,546.18 
Nancy A. Ordway     $  1,987.81 paid in full 
Lawrence & Sheila Smith    $  1,906.74 
Todd Smith      $    321.75 
Angela J & Gary V. Tapley Jr.   $    447.48 
Dennis Tapley/Colleen Turner   $    467.28 
Daniel Theall      $  1,108.80 
Jeffrey & Doris Thomas    $    354.42 
Galen A. & Jennifer L. Turner   $    223.94 partially paid 
Galen A. & Jennifer L. Turner   $     86.01 partially paid 
Theodore L. & Bonnie L. Turner   $    911.79 
Lotti B. Uber      $    802.89 
Eugene H. Webber/Brenda R. Edgerly-Webber $  1,665.18 
Wayne & Shirley Wedge    $    138.03 partially paid 
James L. & Suzette L. Wheaton   $  1,395.90 
Wheaton & Gilley     $    312.84 
Mary Anne Young     $  1,074.15 
TOTAL UNPAID                        $77,807.94 
 
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Gwen J. May 
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LIENS MATURING November 9, 2014
Dingybell, Inc. 1,625.89$     
Russell Burns, Jr. 628.82$        
Linda Camber 561.94$        
Christopher Carlson 722.32$        
William Chewning 2,209.04$     
Cingular Wireless/AT &T 540.43$        
Mellard Cook 1,477.80$     
Shelly Cook & John Harvey 98.10$          
Lesley Harris 1,965.30$     
Candis Joyce - Wharf 2,723.22$     
Candis Joyce - Sadler Land 1,931.26$     
Darrell Kent 429.23$        
Darrell Kent 65.90$          
Dwayne Kent 429.23$        
Dwayne Kent 65.90$          
Lori LeMoine 901.94$        
Shaun LeMoine 915.14$        
Wayne & Laurel LeMoine 1,680.75$     
Malcolm & Heidi Martin 1,502.31$     
Leonard May, II 1,780.09$     
Brian Orcutt 3,356.96$     
Lawrence & Sheila Smith 1,864.31$     
Todd Smith 361.16$        
Gary & Angela Tapley 496.30$        
Dennis Tapley & Colleen Turner 504.65$        
Jeffrey & Doris Thomas 397.62$        
Theodore & Bonnie Turner 909.37$        
Lotti Uber 820.41$        
Eugene & Brenda Webber 1,615.40$     
Janes & Suzette Wheaton 1,365.25$     
33,946.04$  
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TAX ACQUIRED PROPERTY as of January 27, 2014
Principal
 Interest & 
Costs Total
Aurora Loan Services 106.88$        94.48$         201.36$          
Dingy Bell, Inc 96.94$          10.86$         107.80$          
Russell Burns, Jr 7,975.11$     7,980.74$    15,955.85$     
Linda Carlson 450.50$        50.98$         501.48$          
Christopher Carlson 1,260.60$     373.48$       1,634.08$       
Mellard Cook 2,391.75$     595.82$       2,987.57$       
Shelly Cook & John Harvey 133.15$        139.17$       272.32$          
Lesley Harris 10,395.06$   4,578.80$    14,973.86$     
Candis Joyce - Wharf 2,139.89$     170.31$       2,310.20$       
Candis Joyce - Sadler Land 1,727.20$     344.51$       2,071.71$       
Lori LeMoine 1,690.66$     469.54$       2,160.20$       
Shaun LeMoine 776.90$        109.31$       886.21$          
Wayne & Laurel LeMoine 9,118.31$     3,859.36$    12,977.67$     
Malcolm & Heidi Martin 2,661.71$     615.08$       3,276.79$       
Brian Orcutt 3,044.70$     447.44$       3,492.14$       
Lawrence & Sheila Smith 6,177.44$     2,195.05$    8,372.49$       
Todd Smith 448.75$        207.24$       655.99$          
Dennis Tapley & Colleen Turner 1,804.29$     843.94$       2,648.23$       
Jeffrey & Doris Thomas 304.30$        127.47$       431.77$          
Theodore & Bonnie Turner 118.47$        0.02$           118.49$          
Lotti Uber 2,540.44$     1,066.29$    3,606.73$       
Janes & Suzette Wheaton 4,018.59$     1,467.43$    5,486.02$       
85,128.96$     
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TREASURER'S REPORT
Bank Balance, 12/31/12 537,339.04$         
Clerk/Collector Receipts 101,481.69$         
Treasurer's Receipts 201,890.59$         
Real Estate Tax & Interest Receipts 1,639,699.65$      
Total Receipts, 2013 1,943,071.93$      
Total Available Funds, 2013 2,480,410.97$      
(Net SAD Assessment, 2013) (999,347.00)$        
(Net Expenditures, 2013) (1,190,120.53)$     
Checking Account Balance, 12/31/13 290,943.44$        
E E Kent Fund Balance 25,185.27$           
Scholarship Fund Balance 8,269.47$             
Cemetery Trust Fund Balance 28,526.75$           
Total of Bank Accounts, 12/31/13 352,924.93$        
Undeposited Cash, December 31, 2013 41,313.32$           
Unpaid Real Estate Taxes & Other 
Accounts Receivable 188,829.12$         
Total Current Assets, December 31, 2013 583,067.37$        
Respectfully Submitted,
Monica Cease, Treasurer
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ADMINISTRATION
Credits
Raised by Town 92,000.00$         
Auto Registrations 23,029.09$         
Auto Titles 924.00$              
ATV-Snowmobile Fees 734.00$              
Sales Tax Collected 7,570.65$           
State - Snowmobile Refund 6.62$                  
Town Clerk Fees 2,423.42$           
Dog Licenses 966.78$              
Hunting Licenses 1,500.00$           
Vital Record Fees 290.00$              
Lien Fees 344.80$              
Treasurer Fees 224.00$              
Rebates 5.00$                  
Copies 200.00$              
Check Redeposit 2,848.30$           133,066.66$   
Debits
Dexter Lee - Selectman 22,104.25$         
Myron A. Sprague, Jr. - Selectman 4,080.00$           
JeffreyL. Ellison 2,992.00$           
Monica L. Cease - Treasurer 8,000.00$           
Gwen J. May - Tax Collector 5,000.00$           
Gwen J. May - Town Clerk 4,500.00$           
Gwen J. May - Clerk/Collector Fees 4,299.50$           
The First - Revaluation Note 17,543.95$         
RJD Appraisal 970.00$              
Postage, Printing & Supplies 11,085.35$         
Office Furniture 829.82$              
Elections 958.45$              
Training 265.00$              
Telephone 2,939.19$           
Travel 3,325.34$           
Lien Costs 1,635.99$           
Bank Fees 20.00$                
Audit & Legal Expense 5,800.75$           
Dues 1,571.53$           
Returned Checks 2,775.28$           
State-Vital Record Fees 97.20$                
State - ATV, Auto Registration & Sales Tax 32,299.80$         
State - Hunting Licenses 1,500.00$           
State - Dog Licenses 543.00$              135,136.40$   
Overdraft to Surplus (2,069.74)$    
24
MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS
Credits
Raised by Town 60,000.00$              
US Post Office - Rent 13,800.00$              
US Post Office - Fuel Reimbursement 3,350.34$                
77,150.34$         
Debits
The First -Note - Mill Pond Health Center 26,285.84$              
The First -Note - Town Office Addition 32,857.29$              
Capital Improvement -  UV Water Treatment 3,150.00$                
Building Maintenance 5,164.08$                
Supplies 1,735.39$                
Cleaning & Trash Removal 1,065.00$                
Fuel 7,913.47$                
Electricity 372.00$                    
Mowing 750.00$                    
79,293.07$         
Overdraft to Surplus (2,142.73)$       
LIGHTHOUSE
Credits
Balance from 2012 23,378.03$              
Transferred from Surplus 5,000.00$                
Grant -  Davis Fanily Foundation 12,500.00$              
Grant - State SHIP-Tower Engineering 5,686.43$                
Grants Receivable - State Recreational Trails 2,477.80$                
FOSIL 3,000.00$                
Lighthouse Stamps 3.00$                        
52,045.26$         
Debits
Kim Colbeth 2,625.00$                
Kathleen LeMoine 997.50$                    
Caretaking-Wiegle Construction 600.00$                    
Resurgence Engineering - Tower 23,600.00$              
Grant Expense - Trails 6,820.92$                
Capital Improvements - Water system 3,025.00$                
Capital Improvements - Furniture/Signs 4,617.17$                
Licenses 60.00$                      
Supplies & Maintenance 757.24$                    
Mowing & Trash 505.00$                    
Telephone 219.99$                    
Electricity 574.44$                    
44,402.26$         
Balance Carried to 2014 7,643.00$         
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INSURANCE
Credits
Raised by Town 35,000.00$              
Dividends & Refunds 1,564.58$                
36,564.58$         
Debits
Hanover Insurance 6,413.75$                
OneBeacon 787.50$                    
M. B. Grindle Agency 20,261.00$              
Maine Employers Mutual - Workers Comp. 7,882.00$                
35,344.25$         
Balance to Surplus 1,220.33$         
FICA / MEDICARE/SUTA
Credits
Raised by Town 14,000.00$              
Debits
FICA / Medicare/SUTA 15,865.46$              
Overdraft to Surplus (1,865.46)$       
COUNTY TAX
Credits
Assessed by Town 66,718.00$              
66,718.00$         
Debits
Paid Hancock County Treasurer 66,762.61$         
Overdraft to Surplus (44.61)$             
HANCOCK COUNTY COMMUNITY BENEFIT FUND
Credits
Received from Hancock County 1,375.76$                
1,375.76$            
Debits
Distributed diectly to Veterans 1,091.12$                
Applied to Veteran 2013 taxes 94.88$                      
Applied to Veteran 2014 taxes 94.88$                      
Applied to Veteran prior year taxes 94.88$                      1,375.76$            
TAX MAPS
Credits
Balance from 2012 3,000.00$            
Debits
None
Total -$                     
Balance Carried to 2014 3,000.00$         
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OVERLAY LESS ABATEMENTS
Credits
Assessed by Town 71,531.62$             
71,531.62$         
Debits
Abatements
   US Fish & Wildlife 780.12$                    
   Susanna Roe/Nancy Folk 99.00$                      
   Steven Swann 158.40$                    
   Ritchie Family Ltd Partnership 158.40$                    
   Gerald & Karen Kopp 762.30$                    
   Josephine Swann 198.00$                    
   John & Gayle Crowley 57.42$                      
   Selene Meeks 17.82$                      
   Richard LeMoine/Gerald LeMoine 49.50$                      
2,280.96$            
Balance to Surplus 69,250.66$       
INTEREST
Credits
Taxes 2,429.92$                
Liens & Tax Acquired 6,243.49$                
Androscoggin Bank 53.02$                      
The First -Checking 1,364.23$                
10,090.66$         
Debits
Androscoggin Bank - Tax Anticipation Note 2,830.93$                
2,830.93$            
Balance to Surplus 7,259.73$         
STATE REVENUE SHARING
Credits
Balance from 2012 24.11$                      
State of Maine 10,116.81$              
10,140.92$         
Debits
Deducted from Net Assessment 12,000.00$              
12,000.00$         
Overdraft to Surplus (1,859.08)$       
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VEHICLE EXCISE TAX
Credits
Excise Tax 64,726.17$              
64,726.17$         
Debits
Transferred to Law Enforcement 15,000.00$              
Transferred to Town Roads 35,000.00$              
50,000.00$         
Balance Transferred to Paving Reserve 14,726.17$       
WATERCRAFT REGISTRATION & EXCISE TAX
Credits
Balance from 2012 5,051.90$                
Watercraft Registrations 2,718.00$                
Sales Tax 1,110.00$                
Excise Tax 5,429.20$                
Fines 50.00$                      
14,359.10$         
Debits
State - Boat Registrations & Sales Tax 3,861.00$                
Transferred to Floats 2,051.90$                
Transferred to Law Enforcement 3,000.00$                
8,912.90$            
Balance Carried to 2013 5,446.20$         
EVERETT E. KENT ESTATE
Credits
Balance from 2012 25,102.73$              
Interest 76.34$                      
25,179.07$         
Debits
None -$                     
Balance Carried to 2014 25,179.07$       
RESERVE ACCOUNT - PAVING
Credits
Balance from 2012 95,488.51$              
Transferred from Vehicle Excise Tax 14,726.17$              
110,214.68$       
Debits
None -$                     
Balance Carried to 2014 110,214.68$    
28
PLANNING BOARD
Credits
Balance from 2012 9,048.18$                
Electrical Permits 715.00$                    
Plumbing Permits 3,060.00$                
Shoreland Zoning Permits 1,410.52$                
14,233.70$         
Debits
Dexter Lee - CEO 510.00$                    
Gary Rainford - CEO 5,320.00$                
Permit Refund 25.00$                      
Supplies 55.45$                      
Training & Travel 1,689.40$                
Dues 590.00$                    
8,189.85$            
Balance Carried to 2014 6,043.85$         
HEALTH SERVICES
Credits
Balance from 2012 3,312.02$                
Raised by Town 23,500.00$              
Donations 262.00$                    
27,074.02$         
Debits
Donna Wiegle -Public Health Officer 14,047.00$              
Insurance 112.00$                    
Clinic Cleaning 247.50$                    
Electricity 960.73$                    
Heat 1,085.06$                
Mowing 220.00$                    
Propane 59.22$                      
Telephone 1,249.70$                
Building Maintenance 987.47$                    
Supplies 2,948.48$                
Training 40.00$                      
Doctor & Nurse Travel 3,028.50$                
Hancock County Healthcare 220.00$                    
25,205.66$         
Balance Carried to 2014 1,868.36$         
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GENERAL ASSISTANCE
Credits
Raised by Town 25,000.00$              
Recipient reimbursements 493.90$                    
State of Maine (Jan-Sep) 6,009.71$                
A/R State of Maine  (Oct-Dec) 1,269.06$                
32,772.67$         
Debits
Case # 1 2,313.37$                
Case # 3 1,344.42$                
Case # 4 626.90$                    
Case # 6 2,393.77$                
Case # 7 1,118.33$                
Case # 9 425.90$                    
Case # 10 493.90$                    
Case # 12 90.00$                      
Case # 14 425.90$                    
Case # 15 402.90$                    
Case # 16 1,500.00$                
Case # 19 1,125.00$                
Case # 21 1,066.80$                
Case # 22 1,848.90$                
Case # 23 246.30$                    
Case # 24 91.00$                      
Case # 25 300.00$                    
Bread of Life Food Pantry 7,500.00$                
Food Pantry Travel 279.80$                    
American Red Cross 200.00$                    
Community Health & Counseling 75.00$                      
Downeast Health Services 280.00$                    
Downeast Transportation 165.00$                    
Eastern Agency on Aging 100.00$                    
Hospice Volunteers 500.00$                    
Washington-Hancock Community Agency 1,390.00$                
Yesterday's Children 125.00$                    
26,428.19$         
Balance to Surplus 6,344.48$         
SENIOR LUNCHEONS
Credits
Raised by Town 750.00$                    
Donations 763.70$                    
1,513.70$            
Debits
Supplies 1,513.72$                
Travel 81.75$                      
1,595.47$            
Overdraft carried to Surplus (81.77)$             
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DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
Credits
Raised by Town 76,000.00$              
Transfer from Surplus 25,680.00$              
Equipment Refund 51.78$                      
101,731.78$       
Debits
Robert Gardner - Fire Chief 5,000.00$                
Deborah Staples - Ambulance Director 3,000.00$                
Hancock County RCC - Dispatching 853.24$                    
The First - Truck Refurbishment Note 25,679.84$              
Firefighters Insurance 1,000.00$                
Electricity 3,340.01$                
Heating Fuel 6,200.14$                
Mowing 240.00$                    
Building Maintenance 363.64$                    
Telephone, Radios & Pagers 4,898.69$                
Fire Dept. - Equipment & Supplies 4,657.86$                
Fire Dept. - Gas & Fuel 1,205.43$                
Fire Dept. - Truck & Equipment Maintenance 17,447.45$              
Fire Dept. - Dues, Training & Travel 5,294.65$                
Fire Dept. - Capital Improvements 666.03$                    
Ambulance - Billing Service 509.00$                    
Ambulance - Due from Ferry Emergency Trips 6,500.72$                
Ambulance Supplies 4,284.84$                
Ambulance - Telephone 553.09$                    
Ambulance - EMT Training & Travel 4,608.42$                
Ambulance  Dues & Licenses 500.00$                    
96,803.05$         
Balance carried to Surplus 4,928.73$         
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LAW ENFORCEMENT
Credits
Raised by Town 72,000.00$              
Transferred from Watercraft Registration 3,000.00$                
Transferred from Vehicle Excise Tax 15,000.00$              
State - Fines 370.00$                    
Refunds 5.00$                        
Weapon Permits 255.00$                    
90,630.00$         
Debits
Jerry Michaud 528.00$                    
Paul Gamble 56,019.00$              
Health Insurance 11,222.01$              
Capital Improvements - Apartment 2,020.25$                
Hancock County RCC - Dispatching 1,235.04$                
Telephone 4,820.96$                
Equipment & Supplies 10,795.52$              
Advertising 601.90$                    
Animal Control 140.07$                    
Travel 5,394.76$                
Vehicle Maintenance 3,660.14$                
Gas 3,769.05$                
Dues & Training 662.05$                    
100,868.75$       
Overdraft to Surplus (10,238.75)$     
VICTIMS & WITNESS COMPENSATION FUND
Credits
Balance from 2012 441.00$                    
441.00$               
Debits
None -$                     
Balance Carried to 2014 441.00$            
CLAM CONSERVATION
Credits
Balance from 2012 6,011.29$                
Raised by Town 100.00$                    
Clam Licenses 1,509.00$                
7,620.29$            
Debits
George Anderson -Warden 7,522.50$                
Boat Maintenance 5,762.97$                
Telephone 83.02$                      
Supplies 204.96$                    
Gas 41.40$                      
Training & Travel 27.25$                      
Advertising 117.75$                    
13,759.85$         
Overdraft to Surplus (6,139.56)$       
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SOLID WASTE
Credits
Raised by Town 60,000.00$              
Borow - The First 50,000.00$              
MRC - Dividends 2,969.91$                
One Steel - Metal Sales 3,305.90$                
116,275.81$       
Debits
Theodore Turner - Attendent 6,384.00$                
Megan Tripler - Attendent 3,210.00$                
Kenneth Ranquist 264.00$                    
Compacting 4,485.00$                
Tipping Fees 9,958.06$                
Trucking Fees 25,371.00$              
Capital Improvement - Compactors & Buildings 67,497.04$              
Hazardous Waste Disposal 834.47$                    
Equipment Maintenance 245.02$                    
Supplies 879.61$                    
Oil Disposal Trailer
Site Maintenance 3,748.33$                
Travel 6,785.94$                
Electricity 1,628.31$                
Telephone 721.67$                    
Island Cleanup 625.95$                    
Water Testing 328.31$                    
DEP License 399.00$                    
133,365.71$       
Overdraft to Surplus (17,089.90)$     
TOWN ROADS
Credits
Balance from 2012 1,430.98$                
Raised by Town 36,000.00$              
Transferred from Vehicle Excise Tax 35,000.00$              
State - Local Road Assistance 24,418.00$              
Use of Equipment 50.00$                      
96,898.98$         
Debits
Lawrence Stanley - Foreman 1,836.54$                
Robert Gardner - Labor 3,593.90$                
Lester Stanley - Labor 571.56$                    
Equipment 15,927.69$              
Gravel & Cold Patch 20,672.10$              
Travel & Supplies 127.53$                    
Culverts 2,386.00$                
Striping 4,124.00$                
Mowing 2,530.00$                
51,769.32$         
Balance Carried to 2014 45,129.66$       
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SNOW REMOVAL
Credits
Raised by Town 50,000.00$              
50,000.00$         
Debits
Double S - Contract 27,575.00$              
Sand & Salt 23,526.00$              
51,101.00$         
Overdraft to Surplus (1,101.00)$       
SAD # 76
Credits
Assessed by Town 984,693.00$            
984,693.00$       
Debits
SAD # 76 999,347.00$            
Overdraft to Surplus (14,654.00)$     
NURSERY SCHOOL
Credits
Raised by Town 19,500.00$              
19,500.00$         
Debits
Payroll 10,565.50$              
Electricity 960.72$                    
Fuel & Propane 1,144.30$                
Telephone 604.42$                    
Mowing 220.00$                    
Building Maintenance 1,222.46$                
Supplies 671.05$                    
License & Training 102.00$                    
15,490.45$         
Balance to Surplus 4,009.55$         
NURSERY SCHOOL PLAYGROUND
Credits
Balance from 2012 2,221.00$                
Playground Fundraiser 421.50$                    
2,642.50$            
Debits
None
Balance Carried to 2014 2,642.50$         
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Credits
Balance from 2012 8,242.33$                
Interest 25.10$                      
8,267.43$            
Debits
None
-$                     
Balance Carried to 2014 8,267.43$         
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LIBRARY & MUSEUM
Credits
Raised by Town 12,000.00$              
12,000.00$         
Debits
Swan's Island Educational Society 12,000.00$              
12,000.00$         
ODD FELLOWS HALL
Credits
Transfer from Surplus 7,000.00$                
Building Fund Donations
7,000.00$            
Debits
Hancock Lodge No. 150, IOOF 7,000.00$                
7,000.00$            
RECREATION  
Credits
Balance from 2012 2,057.09$                
Raised by Town 5,000.00$                
Swan's Island Fisherman's Co-op - Pound Lease 100.00$                    
Program Receipts 1,390.79$                
8,547.88$            
Debits
Recreation Director - Chelsea Tripler 2,574.00$                
Recreation Director - Bernita Joyce 1,401.27$                
Supplies 500.69$                    
Building Maintenance 277.38$                    
Electricity 675.45$                    
Fine Sand Beach Trail Maintenance 50.00$                      
Mowing 380.00$                    
5,858.79$            
Balance Carried to 2014 2,689.09$         
RECREATION - QUARRY POND
Credits
Balance from 2012 7,600.00$                
Quarry Rock Sales 425.00$                    8,025.00$            
Debits
Life Guard - Lila Kubler-Dudgeon 2,165.67$                
Quarry Pond - Toilets 960.00$                    
Quarry Pond - Floats 190.97$                    
3,316.64$            
Balance Carried to 2013 4,708.36$         
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NEW COMMUNITY BUILDING
Credits
Balance from 2012 11,933.82$              
11,933.82$         
Debits
None
-$                     
Balance Carried to 2014 11,933.82$       
FLOATS
Credits
Balance from 2012 1,152.59$                
Transfer from Surplus 5,000.00$                
Transferred from Watercraft Excise 2,051.90$                
8,204.49$            
Debits
Maintenance 5,975.72$                
Town of Tremont - Use of Floats 2,000.00$                
7,975.72$            
Balance Carried to 2014 228.77$            
QUARRY WHARF
Credits
Balance from 2011 9,568.34$                
Quarry Wharf - Section Rents 1,250.00$                
Increase in Accounts Receivable 250.00$                    
11,068.34$         
Debits
Writeoff Downeast Machinery Bad Debt 4,000.00$                
Capital Improvement - Hoist 4,526.31$                
Electric 99.29$                      8,625.60$            
Balance Carried to 2014 2,442.74$         
Note - Total of Delinquent Accounts as of 12/31/2013
    Kenneth LeMoine, Jr 750.00$                   
    Cindy Turner 250.00$                 
    Gary Turner 250.00$                 
    Galen Turner 250.00$                 
FEED SHED
Credits
Balance from 2012 18,237.68$              
Swan's Island Electric Co-op - Rent 3,600.00$                
21,837.68$         
Debits
Capital Improvement -Electric 1,450.00$                
1,450.00$            
Balance Carried to 2014 20,387.68$       
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FISH PLANT
Credits
Balance from 2012 112,690.59$            
Phoenix Salmon 11,200.00$              
Phoenix Salmon - Accounts Receivable 1,400.00$                
125,290.59$       
Debits
Building Maintenance 137.21$               
Balance Carried to 2014 125,153.38$    
CEMETERIES
Credits
Raised by Town 6,000.00$                
Sale of Lots 400.00$                    
6,400.00$            
Debits
Transfer to Cemetery Trust Fund 400.00$                    
Supplies 46.47$                      
Mowing 7,974.00$                
Flags, Flowers & Wreaths 507.76$                    
8,928.23$            
Overdraft to Surplus (2,528.23)$       
CEMETERY REPAIR FUND
Credits
Balance from 2012 802.96$                    
Donation
802.96$               
Debits
None
Balance Carried to 2014 802.96$            
AFFORDABLE HOUSING
Credits
Balance from 2012 19,905.93$              
Lot & Loan Payments 5,145.37$                
Maine State Housing Authority 292.70$                    
Increase in Accounts Receivable 500.00$                    
25,844.00$         
Debits
Maine State Housing Authority 5,546.00$                
Recording Fees 36.80$                      5,582.80$            
Balance Carried to 2014 20,261.20$       
Note - Total of Delinquent Accounts as of 12/31/2013
    Lori LeMoine 7,910.50$          
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MILL POND PARK
Credits
Balance from 2012 357.30$                    
Raised by Town 1,500.00$                
Grant- Davis Conservation Foundation - Trees 2,400.00$                
Donations 1,063.00$                
Dubois - Septic Easement 1,000.00$                
6,320.30$            
Debits
Supplies 260.89$                    
Landscsaping 1,920.90$                
Picnic Tables 196.00$                    
Trash 20.00$                      
Electricity 420.21$                    
Toilet Rental 960.00$                    
Mowing 780.00$                    
4,558.00$            
Balance Carried to 2014 1,762.30$         
ISLAND FELLOW
Credits
Raised by Town 8,000.00$                
8,000.00$            
Debits
Island Institute 8,000.00$                
8,000.00$            
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SURPLUS
Credits
Balance from 2012 129,415.72$            
State - Homestead Reimbursement 7,496.00$                
State - Tree Growth Reimbursement 2,899.71$                
State - Veterans Reimbursement 385.00$                    
Payments in Lieu of Taxes 12,913.00$              
Supplemental Taxes 1,355.31$                
Balances Lapsed to Surplus
    Dept. Public Safety 4,928.73$                
    Insurance 1,220.33$                
    Interest 7,259.73$                
    General Welfare 6,344.48$                
    Nursery School 4,009.55$                
    Overlay 69,250.66$              
247,478.22$       
Debits
Transferred to Lighthouse 5,000.00$                
Transferred to IOOF Hall 7,000.00$                
Transferred to Town Floats 5,000.00$                
Transferred to Dept. Public Safety 25,680.00$              
Homestead Exemption Appropriation 6,385.50$                
Overdrafts Charged to Surplus
    Administration 2,069.74$                
    Cemeteries 2,528.23$                
    County Tax 44.61$                      
    Education 14,654.00$              
    FICA/Medicare/SUTA 1,865.46$                
    Law Enforcement 10,238.75$              
    Municipal Buildings 2,142.73$                
    Senior Lunch 81.77$                      
    Shellfish Conservation 6,139.56$                
    Snow Removal 1,101.00$                
    Solid Waste 17,089.90$              
    State Revenue Sharing 1,859.08$                
108,880.33$       
Balance Carried to 2014 138,597.89$    
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SWAN’S ISLAND FIRE & RESCUE 
Swan’s Island Fire and Rescue had another very busy year.  We finished 2013 with 
thirty-five ambulance runs and many other calls bandaging wounds, checking  blood 
pressures and other medical issues. 
Swan’s Island Ambulance welcomed a new Emergency Medical Technician to the 
service this year.  Charlie Wiegle is now an EMT and joins Josh Joyce, Debbie Staples, 
Tammy Tripler and Sonja Philbrook as your Swan’s Island EMS crew. 
The EMS had a few training sessions this year.  We met with T.G. Higgins Business 
Services, the new medical billing company for the Town.  Regional Communications 
Center (RCC) came from Ellsworth for an evening of training.  RCC is the call center 
that your 911 calls go to. 
Swan’s Island Ambulance held a fire rehab on a planned burn of a structure on Swan’s 
Island for our and neighboring fire departments.  This was training on entering a burning 
structure and was an opportunity to work with other fire departments here. 
Swan’s Island Fire Department attended the 50th annual State Fire Fighters convention 
in Ellsworth and  Engine 1 won the first place trophy..  
Zeke Freelove and Josh Applin are attending Fire Academy.  This involves training in 
Ellsworth every other weekend, January to June. 
The annual Fire & Rescue picnic went very well again this year.  We would like to thank 
everyone that helps each year to make the picnic a success. 
A special thank you to all of you who help throughout the year:  Fire Department, Police 
Department, Maine State Ferry Service, Life Flight of Maine and Southwest Harbor -
Tremont Ambulance Service. 
Debbie Staples 
Director, EMS 
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SWAN'S ISLAND FIRE & RESCUE
Credits
Balance from 2012 18,530.15$     
Picnic Receipts 6,301.00$       
Donations to Ambulance 1,165.00$       
Donations to Fire Department 1,005.00$       
Total Credits 27,001.15$   
Debits
Fire Department
    Training Classes 332.75$          
    Firefighter Insurance and Dues 252.00$          
    Equipment 1,565.15$       
Ambulance
    EMT Training 611.12$          
    Equipment & Supplies 1,707.62$       
Picnic Supplies 2,767.55$       
Total Debits 7,236.19$     
Balance carried to 2014 19,764.96$        
Debbie Staples
Treasurer
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SWAN’S ISLAND EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY 
2014 Report to the taxpayers and residents of Swan’s Island 
 
After being in our building for almost three years, the SIES board and I are quite comfortable with presenting 
some statistics that might interest you. 
 
The library is staffed 25 hours each week year-round. The building is open to be used by the community 7 days a 
week year-round by appointment. Historical society volunteers work weekly on special projects and meet monthly 
on the first Sunday of the month.  Library volunteers have cataloged over 13,000 items since the fire.  The SIES 
board meets monthly on the second Monday of the month with our annual meeting being held at our August 
meeting.  All are welcome to attend any of our meetings and your participation is encouraged. Volunteers are also 
welcome as we have many jobs that are for just once in a while or on a scheduled basis, both for library and 
historical work. 
 
Volunteers - 1,825 hours  
Time that volunteers contributed saved SIES $31,000.00.  Thank you!  We couldn’t provide all that we do without 
our volunteers. 
 
Visits to the library – 5,417  
Including the people we missed counting and those who use our WiFi service, I would estimate the number of 
visits to the library to be closer to 5,600. 
 
The following figures will show that for every $1.00 of the $12,000.00 donated to SIES by the town of Swan’s 
Island, the community receives $7.63 worth of services and savings.  The $12,000.00 donated by the town is less 
than 1% (0.7%) of the town budget or for every $500.00 of property tax $3.50 goes to SIES.   
 
Material and building use monetary values are based on Maine State Library value calculator.  Visit the following 
web-link to try the calculator yourself.    http://www.maine.gov/msl/services/calculator.htm.  For library users who 
have tried the calculator and turned in their figures to me, the average savings per family is $450.00 per month. 
 
Checkouts - 7000 items  
This is a very close approximation in that we have some categories that cross over each other.  
 
Adult fiction 984 Large print  20 Movies – preschool  30 
Adult nonfiction  317 Maine – fiction   201 Movies – children  600 
Adult audiobooks  55 Maine – nonfiction  138 Music  8 
Interlibrary loan° 137 Maine – mystery  103 Oral history transcripts  8 
Preschool  345 Middle Reader fiction  300 Swan’s Island Special Collections  10 
Children  635 Middle Reader - audiobooks  5 Young adult – fiction  350 
Beginning Reader   500 Movies – adult  1600 Young adult – nonfiction  217 
eBooks  115 Movies – adult nonfiction  39   
Total value of the above listed items -$ 71,980 
 ° - use of interlibrary loan saved SIES $4,100 in book purchases minus the $350.00 postage to return the items. 
 
Equipment – 375 uses = $4,500.00 
This category includes computers, iPads, eReaders, and portable equipment used by the historical society.  IPads 
are used in house only but eReaders are available for checkout.   
 
Programs – 65 adult and children programs = $5,600.00 
We had an approximate total program attendance of 700 people or an average of 11 people per program. 
 
Meetings and Community use – 180 uses = $9,500.00 
Some examples of uses are public and organizational meetings, birthday parties and receptions, yoga, food co-
op, Noah’s Ballast practice, school and nursery school visits, League of Town meetings, and more. 
  
Checkouts, equipment, programs, and meetings value = $91,580.00 
$91,580 / $12,000 = $7.63 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Candis Joyce, Executive Director 
Swan’s Island Educational Society 
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Annual Report for the AOS Board                                           
December 2013 
 
Thanks in large part to the hard work, talents, and dedication of our teachers, administrators, and staff, our students 
continue to show academic gains by all measures, including state and federal standardized testing.   
At the same time, we strive for continued and ongoing improvement - working toward excellence in education. 
 
Big Picture 
Looking Back  (December 2012 to December 2013) Looking Ahead  (December 2013 to December 2014) 
• Developed a three-year plan for ongoing school/district 
improvement 
• Julie Meltzer hired as new director of curriculum  
for AOS 91 
• Matt Haney hired as new principal for MDIHS 
• IDEA and NCLB grants submitted and approved 
• Several key policy revisions suggested by policy 
committee 
• Hire educational technology coordinator 
• Report on and update three-year school/district 
improvement plan 
• Continue policy work 
 
Goal 1:  Improve Student Achievement and Engagement in School 
Rationale: Success in the 21st century requires students to leave their K-12 educational experience with high levels of 
literacy and numeracy. As a district and at each school we need to be engaged in a cycle of improvement to better serve 
more and more of our students each year. Programming (curriculum, course of study, pathways, RTI, etc.), therefore, 
needs to be specifically targeted to improving reading, writing, mathematics, critical thinking and student engagement 
and all new and existing programs of study should be measured by how well they contribute to improvement in these 
five areas. Parents need to be informed and actively involved as partners with the schools in their children’s education. 
 
Looking Back  (December 2012 to December 2013) Looking Ahead  (December 2013 to December 2014) 
• NEASC accreditation site visit and preliminary report for 
MDIHS 
• Ongoing efforts continued to meet the needs of at-risk 
students and implemented pilot programs related to 
dropout prevention  
• Continued development toward standards based 
education 
• Created placeholder report card for grades K-5 
• Established comprehensive RTI process 
• Established process for GT identification for Art and Music 
• Ensured that Special Education and Title 1 plans align with 
the new Common Core Standards 
• Expand alternative pathways toward high school 
graduation 
• Create alternatives to expulsion for certain misconduct 
• Develop standards-based reporting system 
• Improve assessment data collection and analysis for 
ongoing intervention and progress monitoring of 
student achievement 
• Make curriculum decisions to support better 
alignment of instruction with the new standards 
 
Goal 2:  Improve Teaching and Learning 
Rationale: Research shows that quality teaching is the most important variable in student achievement. Skilled teachers 
who are supported by administrators, have quality teaching materials, have access to and use timely data about student 
learning, and who actively participate in ongoing professional development make the difference for students. Therefore, 
it is important that the district prioritize teacher development and support. 
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 Looking Back  (December 2012 to December 2013) Looking Ahead  (December 2013 to December 2014) 
• Summer four-day writing workshop for 50+ MDIRSS 
teachers and administrators 
• Introduction of weekly after school meetings introduced 
(Monday Meetings) 
• Private grant awarded in support of writing program 
• Steering committee formed to review state 
requirements regarding teacher/principal evaluation 
• Principals introduced a process of mini-visits for 
classroom observation 
• Expanded opportunities for teachers to be involved in 
curriculum work 
• Increased support for new teachers 
• Offered teacher professional development related to 
brain-based research 
• Offer ongoing and summer (2014) professional 
development for teachers and administrators 
• Complete a plan for teacher/principal evaluations 
• Continue to focus on improving student writing and 
writing instruction 
• Increase number of trained teacher mentors 
 
 
 
 
 
Goal 3:  Become More Strategic With Resource Allocation, Use of Personnel and Financial Planning 
Rationale: MDIRSS is committed, as are its schools, to providing students with an excellent education. However, resources 
are not unlimited and must be used wisely. Health insurance, maintenance, transportation and energy costs continue to rise. 
Enrollment fluctuates but has been decreasing in some of the district schools resulting in the need to look closely at budgets 
and use of personnel. Advances in technology enables us to think differently about course delivery, communication, 
professional development, resource sharing and infrastructure upgrades. The community offers rich resources that the 
schools can utilize. Preparing students for careers, college and citizenship in the 21st century in a time when resources are 
finite requires strategic planning and coordinated resource management. 
 
Looking Back  (December 2012 to December 2013) Looking Ahead  (December 2013 to December 2014) 
• Stipends and teaching load for “specialists” analyzed 
• Achieved positive audits for all 10 school budgets 
• Awards received by elementary schools for their 
successful work to upgrade breakfast and lunch programs 
• Completed technology audit 
• Reorganized administrative structure at MDIHS and 
central office 
• Complete 5-year review of MDIHS food service 
program 
• Engage in negotiations with teachers and Bar Harbor 
support staff for a successor Agreement 
• Study options for health insurance plans 
• Assess the effectiveness and efficiency of an 
alternative organizational structure (AOS) 
• Possible capital improvements for the Cranberry Isles 
and Conners-Emerson 
• Study possible advantages and drawbacks to forming a 
common middle school 
• Develop a plan for the long-term management of our 
computer network system 
• Redesign Social Worker position to address specific 
needs while allowing crisis access for all schools 
 
 
Howard Colter,   Julie Meltzer,                  Kelley Rush Sanborn, 
Superintendent of Schools Director of Curriculum, Assessment and Instruction        Director of Special Services 
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The Swan’s Island School 
The Swan’s Island School staff makes the educational journey of your children a 
priority.  We incorporate the values and culture of the island community while focusing 
on the academic, social and emotional needs of each student. 
Students and Staff 
The Swan’s Island School has 36 students enrolled in grades K-8 for the 2013-
2014 school year.  There are 10 students in Janice’s room, 14 in Kim’s room and 12 
students in Patrick’s room.  The Mount Desert High School has 13 students enrolled for 
the 2013-2014 school year.  There are 6 freshman students, 1 sophomore, 4 juniors and 
2 seniors. 
Patrick Bush is our new middle school teacher, Nevora LeMoine is our Ed Tech 
and Chandra Cousins is filling in for Shira while she is in India.  It is amazing how lucky 
our schools are to have such dedicated professionals working with our children. 
Curriculum and Assessment 
Our teachers are using the new Lucy Calkins writing program from the Columbia 
Teacher’s College and seeing fantastic results.  The middle school students are enrolled 
in an online French program through Middlebury College and all students have 
benefitted from additional Physical Education classes this year. 
Our school band sounds wonderful and we are pleased to announce that we also 
have a jazz band.  Dan, our music teacher, has really taken our kids to new heights 
musically and we all look forward to the concerts.  You will also see samples of our art 
hang up around the school and soon within the community. 
Extra-Curricular Activities 
The Cross-Country team had a very successful season, traveling around the 
district and outer islands for numerous competitions.  The basketball teams, both girls 
and boys have had some great home games that were well attended by the community 
and were cheered on by our K-2 cheerleaders.  Afterschool clubs, such as Aikido, Tech 
Club, Garden club and an upcoming Lego group as well as Leah’s Run and Fun 
afterschool athletic activities, are available for students too. 
Closing 
I would like to thank the Swan’s Island School community for your continued 
support and unwavering dedication to the children of your island.  Your attendance at 
school activities, financial support for fundraising and volunteerism has helped to create 
a wonderful school environment in which our children can grown and learn.  A big thank 
you to the school board as well for their commitment to the education of our island 
children.  The Swan’s Island School is a unique school setting, one in which encourages, 
supports, challenges and comforts every child on their journey. 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Heather Webster, Principal 
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SAD #76 (SWAN'S ISLAND) SC Approved 1/28/14
 
12-13 13-14 13-14 14-15
Actual Current   Anticipated Proposed  $ %
Fund Balance Receipts Budget Receipts Budget Difference Difference Explanation
0000-0000-450000 Carryover 184,330         92,996         208,829       168,216       75,220        80.88% Estimated Carryover
Revenues -                  w $60K Held
0000-0000-419908 Miscellaneous 757                -                   750              500              500             #DIV/0!
0000-0000-452000 Transfer from Reserves -                 -                   -                   -                  -                  #DIV/0!
0000-0000-431110 State Subsidy w SFSF 28,363           25,000         29,421         23,000         (2,000)         -8.00% Estimate
Property Taxes -                  
0000-0000-411110 Town Appropriation 915,115         1,082,579    1,082,579    1,035,618    (46,961)       -4.34%  
Articles 12, 13, & 14 EPS, Debt Svc. & Additional Local 1,035,618$    
Total Revenues 1,128,565      1,200,575    1,321,579    1,227,334    26,759        2.23%
-$27.34 Increase per $100,000 Valuation
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SAD #76 (SWAN'S ISLAND)  
12-13 13-14 13-14 14-15
Actual Current   Anticipated Proposed  $ %
Regular Instruction Expend. Budget Expend. Budget Difference Difference Explanation
Regular Instruction  
1100-1000-510100 Teacher's Salaries 3-8 136,104         138,948       134,813       139,486       538             0.39%  
1100-1000-510200 Ed. Tech. Salaries 13,631           20,993         22,321         22,939         1,946          9.27% 1 Ed. Tech
1100-1000-512300 Substitutes 6,165             7,500           7,500           7,500           -                  0.00%
1100-1000-520100 Benefits - Tchrs. 3-8 924                1,163           4,676           5,719           4,556          391.75%
1100-1000-520200 Benefits - Ed. Techs. 159                305              916              941              636             208.52%
1100-1000-520300 Benefits - Subs/Tutors 123                350              450              575              225             64.29%
1100-1000-521100 BC/BS: Tchrs. 3-8 30,466           37,606         28,497         33,524         (4,082)         -10.85% 10% rate incr. projected
1100-1000-521200 BC/BS: Ed. Techs. 16,931           16,734         16,431         18,074         1,340          8.01%
1100-1000-525100 Tuition Reimb.: Taxable 140                -                   -                   -                  -                  #DIV/0!
1100-1000-525101 Tuition Reimb.: Non-Tax. 4,082             3,000           3,000           3,000           -                  0.00% Course Reimb.
1100-1000-526300 Unemployment - Subs/Tut -                 -                   500              -                  -                  #DIV/0!
1100-1000-527100 W/C Ins. - Tchrs. 3-8 5,946             5,600           5,000           5,600           -                  0.00%
1100-1000-534000 Other Prof. Svc. - Couns 180                200              200              200              -                  0.00%
1100-1000-543000 Repair & Maint - Equip. 99                  150              100              150              -                  0.00%
1100-1000-558000 Staff Travel 5,650             8,000           8,000           8,000           -                  0.00% Off-Island Tchrs./Mentors/Visit Prof
1100-1000-561000 Teaching Supplies  3-8 7,911             3,300           4,000           3,300           -                  0.00%
French 390; Guidance 300; Art 300; 
Music 300; PE/Health 300; 6-8 900; 
3-5 600
1100-1000-564000 Textbooks  3-8 5,430             2,000           2,000           2,000           -                  0.00%
Science (50/st.), EDM, 
Consumables, Health, Guidance, 
French
1100-1000-573000 Purch of Equipment (3-8) 2,360             2,000           2,000           1,500           (500)            -25.00%  
1100-1000-581000 Dues, Fees, Conf. 126                600              600              400              (200)            -33.33%
Tchr3-5,6-8&Art, Music, PE/Health, 
French, Guidance
1100-1000-589000 Miscellaneous/Field Trips 40                  1,000           1,000           1,000           -                  0.00%
1100-1000-589001 Special Academic Progr. 340                2,000           1,500           2,000           -                  0.00% SEA/Kieve/Beech Cliff
1100-1000-590000 Safety Factor Contingency -                 3,000           3,000           3,000           -                  0.00%
1120-1000-510100 Teacher's Salaries K-2 58,286           58,736         58,736         59,853         1,117          1.90%
1120-1000-520100 Benefits - Tchrs. K-2 1                    1                  1,557           2,454           2,453          #########
1120-1000-521100 BC/BS: Tchrs. K-2 16,703           18,373         18,040         19,844         1,471          8.01%
1120-1000-561000 Teaching Supplies  K-2 1,368             800              800              800              -                  0.00%
1120-1000-564000 Textbooks  K-2 1,076             2,000           2,800           2,000           -                  0.00%
Science $650 Dollywood $250 Math 
Consumables
1120-1000-573000 Purch of Equipment (K-2) 1,062             500              500              500              -                  0.00%  
1200-1000-556000 Tuition: Regular - Seconda 70,557           174,233       143,500       181,220       6,987          4.01% 13 + 1 - 2013-14 / 16 + 1 - 2014-15
Total Regular Instruction 385,860         509,092       472,437       525,579       16,487        3.24% 4% Tuition Rate Incr. Estimated
Article 1 Regular Instruction 525,579$       
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12-13 13-14 13-14 14-15
Actual Current   Anticipated Proposed  $ %
Special Education Expend. Budget Expend. Budget Difference Difference Explanation
Special Education   
2100-1000-556000 Tuition: Spec. Ed. / Reserv 2,500             2,500           2,500           17,500         15,000        600.00% $1,500 to AOS Res/$16K to Local 
2100-1000-556001 Spec. Ed.: Surcharge 1,624             1,100           1,700           2,500           1,400          127.27%
2200-1000-510100 Res. Rm. - Tchr. Salaries 28,766           39,018         36,406         40,313         1,295          3.32% Salary minus Entitlem. Grant 
2200-1000-510200 Ed. Tech. Salaries 12,106           25,577         9,253           9,530           (16,047)       -62.74% .5 Ed. Tech.
2200-1000-520100 Benefits - Res. Rm. Tchr. 386                566              1,493           1,653           1,087          192.05%
2200-1000-520200 Benefits - Ed. Techs. 164                375              380              391              16               4.27%
2200-1000-521100 BC/BS: Tchrs. 16,646           18,373         18,040         19,844         1,471          8.01% 10% rate incr. projected
2200-1000-521200 BC/BS - Ed. Techs. -                 25,921         7,411           8,152           (17,769)       -68.55%
2200-1000-525100 Tuition Reimbursement -                 3,000           1,500           3,000           -                  0.00%
2200-1000-558000 Staff Travel: Special Ed. 1,400             1,500           1,500           1,500           -                  0.00%
2200-1000-561000 Teaching Supplies 756                500              500              500              -                  0.00%
2200-1000-564000 Textbooks 342                300              300              300              -                  0.00%
2200-1000-565000 Software 30                  400              400              400              -                  0.00%
2200-1000-573000 Replace/Purchase of Equi -                 350              350              350              -                  0.00%  
2200-1000-581000 Dues, Fees, Conference 1,262             500              500              500              -                  0.00%
2200-1000-590000 Safety Factor Contingency -                 3,000           3,000           3,000           -                  0.00%
2500-2330-534400 Other Prof - Spec Svcs Di 16,537           17,608         17,608         17,918         310             1.76%  
2500-2330-581200 Dues/Fees - Medicaid Bill 347                400              400              400              -                  0.00%
2800-2140-534400 Prof. Svcs.: Therapy/Coun -                 2,000           2,000           4,000           2,000          100.00% $1,000 Counsel/ $3,000 ESY Svcs.
2800-2150-534400 Other Prof. Svcs.: Speech 11,969           15,000         14,000         15,000         -                  0.00%
2800-2160-534400 Other Prof. Svcs.: OT 1,453             11,000         5,000           11,000         -                  0.00%
2800-2180-534400 Other Prof. Svcs.: PT -                 11,000         2,000           11,000         -                  0.00%
Total Special Education 96,286           179,988       126,241       168,751       (11,237)       -6.24%
Article 2 Special Education 168,751$       
Article 3 Career & Technical Education -$              
Other Instruction
Co-Curricular
9100-1000-515000 Stipends - Co-Curricular 4,270             4,600           4,200           4,650           50               1.09% Yearbook, 8th Grade Adv., Clubs
9100-1000-520000 Benefits - Stipends - Co-C 60                  100              175              191              91               91.00%  
9100-1000-534000 Fine Arts Performances -                 350              350              350              -                  0.00%
9100-1000-560000 Supplies 124                200              200              200              -                  0.00%
9100-1000-560500 Equipment -                 400              400              400              -                  0.00%
9100-1000-589000 Co-Curricular:Misc. Exp. 45                  200              150              150              (50)              -25.00%
9200-1000-515000 Stipends - Athletic 3,685             5,700           9,140           9,781           4,081          XC/Boys & Girls Basketball
9200-1000-515001 Stipends - Officials -                 500              500              500              -                  0.00%  
9200-1000-520000 Benefits - Stipends - Athl. 53                  85                474              500              415             
9200-1000-534000 Prof. Svcs. (YMCA) -                 900              900              900              -                  
9200-1000-560000 Supplies 1,006             500              500              500              -                  0.00% After school sports/ basketb team
9200-1000-560500 Equipment/Uniforms 767                500              500              500              -                  0.00% X-C
9200-1000-581000 Dues, Fees, Conf. 93                  -                   100              100              100             #DIV/0!
9200-2700-551400 Off-Island Trips 1,252             750              1,200           1,000           250             33.33% X-C & Basketball
Total Co-Curricular 11,356           14,785         18,789         19,722         4,937          33.39%
Article 4 Other Instruction 19,722$        74
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12-13 13-14 13-14 14-15
Actual Current   Anticipated Proposed  $ %
Student & Staff Support Expend. Budget Expend. Budget Difference Difference Explanation
Guidance
0000-2120-510100 Salaries: Guidance Couns 4,864             8,418           5,031           5,106           (3,312)         -39.34%  
0000-2120-520100 Medicare 75                  644              207              210              (434)            -67.39%
0000-2120-558000 Staff Travel - Ferry 55                  400              300              400              -                  0.00%
Total Guidance 4,994             9,462           5,538           5,716           (3,746)         -39.59%
Health Services
0000-2130-534000 Nurse - Contr. Svc. 2,077             2,000           2,740           2,814           814             40.70%
0000-2130-560000 Supplies 102                150              150              150              -                  0.00%
0000-2130-581000 Dues,Fees, Conf. 136                200              200              200              -                  0.00%
Total Health Services 2,315             2,350           3,090           3,164           814             34.64%
Improvement of Instruction
0000-2200-534000 Assess: Curric./Techn. 10,677           11,525         11,525         11,176         (349)            -3.03% Part of Supt's. Office Assessm.
0000-2210-510100 Instructional Grants -                 -                   -                   -                  -                  #DIV/0!
0000-2210-515000 Mentor 847                1,500           1,500           1,500           -                  0.00%
0000-2210-515001 Service Learning -                 -                   -                   -                  -                  #DIV/0!
0000-2210-520000 Benefits - Mentor 23                  22                62                62                40               181.82%
0000-2210-533000 Recert / Tchr. Ldr. -                 -                   -                   -                  -                  #DIV/0!  
0000-2212-533000 Curric. Work 212                150              150              210              60               40.00%
0000-2212-533001 NWEA 484                600              570              600              -                  0.00%
0000-2212-533004 School Health Coord. 56                  -                   -                   -                  -                  #DIV/0!
Total Improve. Of Instruction 12,299           13,797         13,807         13,548         (249)            -1.80%
Library & Audio Visual
0000-2220-510200 Salaries: Library Ed. Tech -                 4,357           4,357           4,692           335             7.69% 8 hrs.x 40 wks. And/or Sam's hours
0000-2220-520200 Benefits - Libr. Ed. Tech. -                 64                179              193              129             201.56%
0000-2220-560000 Supplies -                 200              200              200              -                  0.00%
0000-2220-564000 Books 7                    750              750              750              -                  0.00%
0000-2220-564300 Periodicals 299                200              200              200              -                  0.00%
0000-2220-566000 AV Material/Software -                 300              300              300              -                  0.00%  
0000-2220-573000 Replace/Purchase Equipm -                 400              400              300              (100)            -25.00%
Total Library & AV 306                6,271           6,386           6,635           364             5.80%
Technology  
0000-2230-510100 Salaries: Techn 8,766             9,942           10,656         10,122         180             1.81% 49 Days for 2013-14
0000-2230-520100 Benefits - Techn. 127                145              815              775              630             434.48%
0000-2230-543200 Repairs/ Contr. Svcs. -                 1,500           1,500           1,500           -                  0.00%  
0000-2230-558000 Staff Travel 273                100              100              100              -                  0.00%
0000-2230-560000 Supplies 127                1,200           1,200           1,000           (200)            -16.67%
0000-2230-565000 Software 802                600              800              800              200             33.33%  
0000-2230-565001 AOSSoftware/Site License 2,287             2,500           2,500           2,500           -                  0.00%
0000-2230-573000 Equipm. ( HS Laptops) 9,004             4,320           4,200           5,100           780             18.06% Incl. HS Laptops
0000-2230-573000 Tech. Related Hardware 2,140             3,500           3,500           3,000           (500)            -14.29% MLTI Laptop Lease (1936)
0000-2230-581000 Dues/Fees/Conf. -                 200              200              200              -                  0.00%
Total Technology 23,524           24,007         25,471         25,097         1,090          456.73%
Article 5 Student & Staff Support 54,160$        75
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12-13 13-14 13-14 14-15
Actual Current   Anticipated Proposed  $ %
System Administration Expend. Budget Expend. Budget Difference Difference Explanation
Office of Superintendent
0000-2320-534100 Assessment: Administratio 16,189           16,602         16,602         17,087         485             2.92% Percentage Share @ 3.71%
Total Office of Supt. 16,189           16,602         16,602         17,087         485             2.92%
 
School Committee
0000-2310-515000 Salaries: School Committe 2,433             2,600           2,600           2,600           -                  0.00%  
0000-2310-520000 Benefits - Stipends Schl C 186                200              200              200              -                  0.00%
0000-2310-534000 Prof. Svcs.: Audit 4,126             4,200           4,250           4,300           100             2.38%  
0000-2310-534001 Prof. Svcs.- Legal 626                1,500           1,000           1,500           -                  0.00%
0000-2310-558000 Staff Travel - SC 1,629             800              1,700           2,000           1,200          150.00%
0000-2310-581000 Dues / Fees / Conferences 337                500              400              500              -                  0.00%
Total School Committee 9,337             9,800           10,150         11,100         1,300          13.27%
Article 6 System Administration 28,187$        
School Administration
Office of Principal
0000-2410-510400 Salaries: Principal 43,042           43,903         43,903         45,110         1,207          2.75%  
0000-2410-511800 Salaries: Secretaries 11,319           12,155         12,155         12,536         381             3.13% 20 Hours/wk. & Summ Hrs.
0000-2410-520400 Benefits - Principal 624                637              1,800           1,850           1,213          190.42%
0000-2410-520800 Benefits - Secretaries 506                930              930              959              29               3.12%
0000-2410-521400 BC/BS - Principal 10,523           11,024         10,824         11,906         882             8.00%
0000-2410-521800 BC/BS - Secretaries 7,945             9,187           9,020           9,922           735             8.00%  
0000-2410-525100 Tuition Reimb. -                 3,000           -                   3,000           -                  0.00%
0000-2410-543000 Svc. Agreem./Equip. Repa 176                500              350              400              (100)            -20.00%
0000-2410-544450 Copier Lease/Purchase 817                817              817              817              -                  0.00% 5 year lease/purchase
0000-2410-554000 Advertising 1,395             750              1,000           1,000           250             33.33%
0000-2410-558000 Staff Travel Incl. Lodging 5,041             4,500           5,000           5,000           500             11.11%  
0000-2410-560000 Office Supplies / Postage 513                2,800           2,000           2,000           (800)            -28.57%
0000-2410-564000 Books & Periodicals 178                300              250              250              (50)              -16.67%
0000-2410-573000 Replace/Purchase Equipm -                 600              600              600              -                  0.00%  
0000-2410-581000 Dues / Fees / Conferences 1,668             1,000           1,500           1,000           -                  0.00% ASCD / MPA Dues/A-Team Retreat
0000-2410-581100 Bank Svc. Charges 240                300              300              300              -                  0.00%
0000-2410-589000 Miscellaneous 1,424             500              1,000           800              300             60.00%
Total Office of Principal 85,411           92,903         91,449         97,450         4,547          4.89%
Article 7 School Administration 97,450$        
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 Expend. Budget Expend. Budget Difference Difference Explanation
Transportation & Buses
Student Transportation
0000-2700-511800 Salaries: Bus Drivers 8,218             6,339           6,500           6,509           170             2.68% Incl. Subs & Extra Trips
0000-2700-520800 Benefits - Bus Drivers 669                485              498              498              13               2.68%
0000-2700-534000 Prof. Svcs.: Physicals 282                450              350              450              -                  0.00%
0000-2700-543000 Contr. Svcs.: Bus Repairs 3,049             2,500           3,000           3,000           500             20.00%
0000-2700-543001 Contr. Svcs.: Schl Car Rep 658                1,500           1,000           1,500           -                  0.00%
0000-2700-551400 Transp. Purch fr. Private O 59,013           66,300         63,000         67,000         700             1.06%  
0000-2700-551300 Room & Board (In Lieu of 1,500             18,500         10,000         20,000         1,500          8.11% $20/day or $10/day
0000-2700-552000 Insurance: Bus 838                1,000           775              1,000           -                  0.00%
0000-2700-560000 Supplies -                 300              200              300              -                  0.00%
0000-2700-562600 Fuel 4,170             6,000           5,500           6,500           500             8.33%
0000-2700-573600 Purchase of School Bus 5,000             7,000           7,000           10,000         3,000          42.86%
0000-2700-581000 Dues/ Fees/ Conference 270                125              400              300              175             140.00%
0000-2700-551400 Transp. Purch. Priv - Elem 201                -                   -                   -                  -                  #DIV/0!  
0000-2750-551400 Transp. Purchased fr Priva -                 -                   -                   -                  -                  #DIV/0!  
Total Transportation 83,868           110,499       98,223         117,057       6,558          5.93%
Article 8 Transportation & Buses 117,057$       
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Facilities Maintenance Expend. Budget Expend. Budget Difference Difference Explanation
Operation & Maint. Of Plant
0000-2600-511800 Salaries: Custodians 26,779           28,306         28,306         29,024         718             2.54% Incl. Summer Hours
0000-2600-520800 Benefits - Custodians 1,965             2,165           2,165           2,220           55               2.54%
0000-2600-521800 Blue Cross / Blue Shield 6,075             6,698           6,576           7,234           536             8.00% 10% rate increase
0000-2600-552000 Insurance: Building/Equip. 1,436             1,700           1,577           1,700           -                  0.00% Bldg./Liability
0000-2600-552001 Laptop Insurance 1,518             1,500           1,356           1,500           -                  0.00%  
0000-2600-553200 Telephone 3,427             4,500           4,000           4,000           (500)            -11.11%
0000-2600-560000 Supplies 2,100             2,000           2,000           2,000           -                  0.00%
0000-2600-562200 Electricity 16,683           25,000         22,000         25,000         -                  0.00%
0000-2600-562300 LP Gas 720                800              800              850              50               6.25%
0000-2600-562400 Heating Oil 14,304           23,000         18,000         23,000         -                  0.00% Est. 5000 gallons
0000-2600-573000 Replace/Purchase Equipm 124                1,500           1,500           1,500           -                  0.00%  
0000-2600-581000 Dues / Fees / Conferences 1,139             750              800              800              50               6.67% Boiler Fees
0000-2600-589000 Miscellaneous 66                  100              100              100              -                  0.00%
0000-2620-543000 Contr. Svcs. : Building 14,297           14,000         20,000         20,000         6,000          42.86% Maint/Repairs incl. Service Agreem.
0000-2630-543000 Contr. Svcs. : Grounds 112                2,000           1,000           1,500           (500)            -25.00% Incl. mowing and snow removal
0000-2640-543000 Contr. Svcs.: Equip. Repa 354                3,000           1,000           2,000           (1,000)         -33.33%
Total Oper. & Maint. 91,098           117,019       111,180       122,428       5,409          4.62%
Capital Outlay
0000-2690-545001 Land & Improvements 5,000             20,000         20,000         35,000         15,000        75.00% Parking Lot/Sidewalks
0000-2690-545002 Buildings 35,000           35,000         35,000         20,000         (15,000)       -42.86% Ext. Trim Replace & Painting
0000-2690-545003 Equipment 5,000             5,000           5,000           5,000           -                  0.00%  
Total Capital Outlay 45,000           60,000         60,000         60,000         -                  0.00%
Article 9 Facilities Maintenance 182,428$       
Article 10 Debt Service & Other Commitments -$              
All Other Expenditures
Food Services  
0000-3100-591000 Food Services Transfer 34,000           33,000         33,000         33,000         -                  0.00% Est, Current Fund Bal.    $ 13,070
Total Food Services 34,000           33,000         33,000         33,000         -                  0.00%  
Article 11 All Other Expenditures 33,000$        
Subtotal Budget: 901,843         1,199,575    1,092,363    1,226,334    26,759        2.23%
 Article 15 Total Expenditures (Summary Article) 1,226,334$    
Adult Education
6000-1000-591000 Adult Education 1,000             1,000           1,000           1,000           -                  0.00% Adult Ed. Current Fund Bal $3,843
     Total Adult Education 1,000             1,000           1,000           1,000           -              0.00%
Article 17 Adult Education 1,000$          
Grand Totals: 902,843         1,200,575    1,093,363    1,227,334    26,759        2.23%  
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WARRANT 
ANNUAL TOWN MEETING 
 
Hancock, ss 
State of Maine 
 
 To Kenneth LeMoine, III, a resident of the Town of Swan's Island, County of 
Hancock: 
 
 Greetings: 
 
 In the name of the State of Maine, you are hereby required to notify and warn the 
inhabitants of said Town of Swan's Island, qualified by law to vote in Town affairs, to 
assemble at the Swan's Island School in said town on Monday, March 3, 2014 at 9:00 
A.M., to act upon the following articles to wit: 
 
  1. To choose a Moderator to preside at the said meeting. 
 
  2. To hear a report from the Governance Committee. 
 
3. To see if the Town will vote to increase the Board of Selectmen from 3 members 
to 5 members commencing with the 2015 annual town meeting, and for transition 
purposes, to elect the 2 additional members for initial terms of 1 and 2 years, 
respectively. 
 
4. To choose a Selectman for a three year term and fix compensation for all 
Selectmen for the ensuing year. 
 
  5. To choose one or more Assessors and fix compensation. 
 
  6.      To choose one or more Overseers of the Poor and fix compensation. 
 
  7.  To see what sum of money the Town will raise for Administration. 
 
  8 To choose a Road Commissioner for a three year term and fix compensation 
 
  9. To choose two Directors for S. A. D. No. 76 for three year terms. 
 
10. To choose a Planning Board Member for a three year term. 
 
11. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise for the Planning 
 Board. 
 
12. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise for Municipal 
 Buildings. 
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13. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise for Insurance. 
 
14. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise for Social Security,  
Medicare & Unemployment Taxes. 
 
15. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise for the Department 
 of Public Safety. 
 
16. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise for Town Roads. 
 
17. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise for Snow Removal. 
 
18. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise for Law 
 Enforcement 
 
19.  To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise for Solid Waste 
 Disposal. 
 
20. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise for the Nursery School. 
 
21. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise for Health Services. 
 
22. To hear a report on Eldercare Outreach of Swan’s Island. 
 
23. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise for General Assistance. 
 
24 To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise for the Senior 
Luncheons. 
 
25. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise for Cemeteries. 
 
26. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise for the Swan's Island 
Library and Museum. 
 
27. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise for the Swan's Island 
Shellfish Conservation Program. 
 
28. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise for Recreation. 
 
29. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise for Town Floats. 
 
30. To see what action the Town wants to take regarding the I.O.O.F. Hall 
 
31. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise for the Island Fellowship 
Program. 
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32. To see if the Town will vote to collect interest on all taxes not paid on or before a 
certain date and the rate of interest to be collected. 
 
33. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen on behalf of the Town to sell and 
dispose of any real estate acquired by the Town for non-payment of taxes 
thereon, on such terms as they may deem advisable and execute quit-claim 
deeds for such property. 
 
34. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Treasurer, with the approval of the 
Selectmen, to sell and assign unmatured tax mortgage liens for not  less than the 
amount unpaid, interest and costs. 
 
35. Shall the Town vote to authorize the Selectmen and Treasurer to borrow money 
temporarily pursuant to the provisions of 30-A M.R.S.A. § 5771. 
 
36. To see if the Town will vote to increase the property tax limit of $548,880.00 
established for Swan’s Island by State law in the event that the municipal budget 
approved under the preceding articles will result in a tax commitment that is 
greater than the property tax levy limit. [Written ballot required] 
 
 The Selectmen hereby give notice that the Registrar of Voters will be in session 
at the Swan's Island School at eight o'clock in the morning of said meeting to correct the 
list of voters. 
 
  
 
 
Myron A. Sprague, Jr. 
 
 
 
Jeffrey L. Ellison 
 
 
 
Dexter Lee 
Selectmen of Swan's Island 
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Title 36, Section 706, Maine Revised Statutes Annotated 
Taxpayers to list property, notice, penalty, verification 
 
 Before making an assessment, the assessor or assessors, the chief assessor of 
a primary assessing area or the State Tax Assessor in the case of the unorganized 
territory may give seasonable notice in writing to all persons liable to taxation in the 
municipality, primary assessing area or the unorganized territory to furnish to the 
assessor or assessors, chief assessor or State Tax Assessor true and perfect lists of all 
their estates, not by law exempt from taxation, of which they were possessed on the first 
day of April of the same year. 
 
 The notice to owners may be by mail directed to the last known address of the 
taxpayer or by any other method that provides reasonable notice to the taxpayer. 
 
 If notice is given by mail and the taxpayer does not furnish the list, he is barred of 
his right to make application to the assessor or assessors, chief assessor or State Tax 
Assessor or any appeal therefrom for any abatement of his taxes, unless he furnishes 
the list with his application and satisfies them that he was unable to furnish it at the time 
appointed. 
 
 The assessor or assessors, chief assessor or State Tax Assessor may require 
the person furnishing the list to make oath to its truth, which oath any of them may 
administer, and may require him to answer in writing all proper inquiries as the nature, 
situation and value of his property liable to be taxed in the State; and a refusal or 
neglect to answer such inquiries and subscribe the same bars an appeal, but such list 
and answers shall not be conclusive upon the assessor or assessor, chief assessor or 
State Tax Assessor. 
 
 If the assessor or assessors, chief assessor or the State Tax Assessor fail to give 
notice by mail, the taxpayer is not barred of his right to make application for abatement 
provided that upon demand the taxpayer shall answer in writing all proper inquiries as to 
the nature, situation and value of his property liable to be taxed in the State; and a 
refusal or neglect to answer the inquiries and subscribe the same bars an appeal, but 
the list and answers shall not be conclusive upon the assessor or assessors, chief 
assessor or the State Tax Assessor. 
=======NOTICE========= 
 In accord with the above, all taxpayers are hereby requested to bring into the 
Assessors of the Town of Swan's Island true and perfect lists of the estates, real and 
personal, as of April 1, 2014. The posting of this notice in the Town Office, on the 
Town’s website  and/or the mailing of this Town Report to non-resident taxpayers will be 
considered a reasonable request by law. 
 
 The Assessors will be in session at the Town Office on Tuesday, April 4, 2014, 
from 1:00 P.M. to 4:00 P.M. for the purpose above stated. 
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